
Meet Ed
FIRST ANIMATED FEATURE NFT PROJECT



Meet Ed is a project with the goal of raising funds through NFT 
for the production of the animated feature film "Ed", based on 
the short film of the same name, which had a career of more 

than 100 official selections on international festivals.



Meet Ed is bringing together  some of the many 
lives lived by Ed.  Each one telling a piece of Ed's 

extraordinary life and a role  he played in his career.



Created in 2013, the animated short tells the 

story of Ed, a very successful rabbit in his 

acting career, but who was not having such a 

successful personal life. Ed was a successful 

celebrity and played many roles in life.

A thousand lives in one. Many loves, 

adventures and remarkable stories. What no 

one knows is why Ed wants to end it. 

Bringing a reflection on what happiness is 

about and if it really is linked to success, 

meaning that wealth and a career doesn't 

mean you will always have a happy life.

WATCH THE SHORT ED

The Short

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_jK4GWY8L4


The animated feature film production has 
always been a dream of its creators, who 
realized the rapid expansion of the NFT 
market as a new possibility for financing 
and project engagement.

Why a feature?

Comments from Youtube about the short



Meet Ed is a project featuring 10,000 

unique NFTs from Ed's extraordinary life. 

Each image is in high resolution (3,000 x 

3,000 px) and will be available for sale on 

the OpenSea platform.

Ed's NFTs are divided into five categories: 

Bronze Ed, Silver Ed, Golden Ed, Crystal 

Ed and the rarest one: Adamantium Ed.

Each of these categories has its rarity and 

its reward for the buyer in different levels 

and all of the Ed NFT owners will have 

the right to follow the production of the 

film on the Discord group.

BRONZE ED

SILVER ED

GOLDEN ED

CRYSTAL ED

ADAMANTIUM EDThe NFTs 1:1 Collection (Ed Arts)

20 NFTs

Red Eyes

40 NFTs

Yellow Eyes

70 NFTs

Blue Eyes

400 NFTs

Brown Eyes/Glasses

9.470 NFTs



YOUR SIGNATURE 
ON THE ED TROPHY

THE CHARACTERS 
WITH YOUR NAME 

YOUR NAME IN 
THE CREDITS

YOUR NAME 
INSIDE THE FILM

YOUR NFT INSIDE 
THE FILM

BRONZE ED SILVER ED GOLDEN ED CRYSTAL ED ADAMANTIUM ED

The Rewards
As a reward for supporters, we want them to feel like they're part of 

the movie. With that, from the 5 categories of NFT, each one will 

have a different right to reward. In addition, we want to create a 

creative community to follow, and even interact with, during the 

film's production. We want the film to be born in a collaborative way.

YOU, part of the film. Literally.�

More Info More Info More Info More Info More Info

https://www.meeted.life/trophy


FILM 
TREATMENT

Financing a film is not an easy task (even for Hollywood studios), now 

considering our reality in Brazil, this mission becomes even harder. 

Raising funds through NFT becomes an innovative method for film 

industry and a feasible solution.

In addition to some disadvantages we have in relation to financing, we 

also have a great advantage being located in Brazil. Due to our 

economy, we have a lower production cost compared to North 

American and European countries. We are able to produce a high 

quality animated feature film with a small fraction of a Holywood 

production costs.

The production of an animated film is divided into different stages. Thus, 

according to the volume of NFTs sold, we will be able to execute stage by 

stage of the film. 

CONCEPT ART
FILM DECK

SCRIPT

STORYBOARD
ANIMATIC

TRAILER

PRE 
PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

POST 
PRODUCTION

2 
ETH

8
ETH

16
ETH

30
ETH

47
ETH

244
ETH

924
ETH

1000
ETH

The Roadmap



Some partners we worked with:

Some number from Hype:

People 
in house

59
Remote

Colaborators

119
Minutes of
animation
produced

International
and national

awards

Million views
on Youtube

925 36 25

The studio behind

Hype Animation is a Brazilian studio with 20 

years of experience in producing CGI 

animations and creating original intellectual 

properties. Besides  “Ed”, the studio was also 

responsible for running the series “Dino 

Aventuras”, currently shown on Disney Junior 

and Discovery Kids and co-produced with 

ViacomCBS, the animated series “Tainá and 

the Amazon’s Guardians” screning on Netflix. 

Hype also co-produced “Guitar & Drum” with 

PunkRobot, which is screening at Disney 

Junior. The studio has been recently supported 

by Epic Mega Grants for its innovative AI music 

show “Kaia’s Discoveries”. WATCH OUR REEL

https://vimeo.com/330484912


Meet Ed

GABRIEL GARCIA

Executive Producer

gabriel@hype.cg

Contact

CASSIO ROCHA

Lead Innovator

cassio.rocha@hype.cg

www.hype.cg
776, Portugal Street

Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
ZIP 90520-310

+55 51 3207-9710

www.meeted.life

ANA DE CESARO

Social Media

anadecesaro@hype.cg

MARCIO SHIMA

Business Dev

shima@hype.cg

ISIDORO GUGGIANA

Press

isidoro.guggiana@gmail.com

discord.com/invite/YmekduPFRY
https://opensea.io/collection/meeted
twitter.com/MeetEd_NFT
https://www.instagram.com/meetednft/


REWARDS | EdNFT

https://www.meeted.life/rewards/[5/20/2022 1:23:18 PM]

Your Browser Is
No Longer Supported
To view this website and enjoy a better online experience,

update your browser for free.

Google Chrome

Safari (Mac)

Edge

Firefox

https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/
https://www.google.com/intl/en/chrome/
https://safari.en.softonic.com/mac
https://safari.en.softonic.com/mac
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features?form=MY01RZ&OCID=MY01RZ
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features?form=MY01RZ&OCID=MY01RZ
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/
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